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Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing:  
Capacity & Energy Model 

Warren Gifford & David Turock 

Goal 
Describe a model to calculate the characteristics of the Continuous Convoys & En Route 

Sequencing technique. Show two scenarios to illustrate typical outputs and the sensitivity to each 
of the input parameters. A companion spreadsheet performs all the calculations in the model. 

Summary 
Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing is a technique to improve convenience, 

capacity and energy efficiency of transportation. Passengers and packages board a convoy 
vehicle and then proceed at full-speed to their destination without any intermediate stops. For 
typical parameters, capacities can exceed 100,000 people per hour with average power per 
person on the order of 100 watts per person at 65 mph. 

The first section briefly describes the Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing 
technique. The next section describes the Inputs and Outputs Sheet of the spreadsheet model. 
Inputs and outputs for two different scenarios are included. The Target scenario includes values 
for the Tesla Semi, and the Baseline scenario includes parameters for the Bombardier BiLevel 
trains as used on the North Jersey Coast. 

The next section shows the sensitivity of the outputs to the input parameters by successively 
interchanging the inputs of the two scenarios one-by-one. The next section describes the 
Calculations Sheet of the spreadsheet model. 

The next section derives the equations describing the operation of Continuous Convoys & 
En Route Sequencing. Finally, the conclusions section provides information on sources of 
additional information on use of Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing and synergies 
with other innovations.  

Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing Technique 
Figure 1 illustrates the basic operation of the Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing 

technique. 
1. As a convoy approaches a station, A, a convoy vehicle at the station starts and 

accelerates 
• Acceleration time = speed/acceleration = VC / A 
• Acceleration distance = VC2 / 2A 

2. The convoy vehicle joins the front of the convoy, and passengers traverse through the 
convoy to the vehicle that will stop at their destination, this is called En Route 
Sequencing.  

• Traversing Speed = VT 
3. As the convoy approaches a station, B, the rear portion of the convoy detaches, 

decelerates and stops  
• Length of portion stopping = (fraction exiting & entering) (Length of Convoy) = f LC 
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• Number of passengers stopping = (density of passengers/ft) (length of the portion 
stopping) = d f LC 

• Deceleration time = VC / A 
• Deceleration Distance = VC2 / 2A 
• Time to Unload and Reload = TUL 

Note the convoy continues at full speed all the time, thus it is called a Continuous Convoy.  

 
Figure 1, Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing Operation 

Convoy Capacity and Energy Spreadsheet Model: Inputs and Outputs 
Sheet 

The Convoy Capacity and Energy Spreadsheet has two main sheets. This section describes 
the components of the Inputs and Outputs Sheet of the spreadsheet model. The other sheet in the 
model is Calculations and is described in the next section. 

Forces  
Forces acting on vehicles are shown in Figure 2. 

 
   Figure 2, Forces Acting on a Vehicle 
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Input Parameters 
The spreadsheet model takes input parameters, as shown in Table 1, and described below. 

The inputs are shaded in green. Cells in grey are fixed, some for information and some at the 
bottom as part of the calculations. Succeeding columns provide Suggested Ranges for the inputs, 
and the values used in the Baseline and Target Scenarios. For convenience, you can paste the 
values for the Baseline or Target Scenario into the input column (by pasting values only you can 
preserve the cell coloring). For each input variable, the values for two scenarios are shown as 
(Baseline; Target). 

 
Table 1, Spreadsheet Inputs, Suggested Range, and Baseline and Target Scenario Values 
 
Basic Parameters: 
• VT = Convoy Traversing Speed, miles/hour (3; 5) 

o The speed of passengers moving through the convoy for En Route 
Sequencing: 3 mph is a comfortable walking pace; 5 mph is more appropriate 
for  

Convoy Parameters Value
Suggested 

Range
Base 

Scenario
Target 

Scenario

Convoy Traversing Speed, miles/hour 5 1-15 3 5
Density of Contents, people / foot 1.71 0.5 - 5 1.71 1.71
Entering & Exiting at Each Station 40% 1% - 100% 25% 40%
Acceleration, % Gravity 14.00% 1% - 100% 4.38% 14%
Time to Unload & Load, sec 30 0 -120 90 30
Minimum Stations Traveled 2  1-3 1 2
Display Parameters
Base Convoy Speed, miles/hour 65 5 - 200 65 65
Base Station Spacing, miles 1.00               0.25 - 5 4.00            1
Station Spacing multiplier 3 1.5 - 3 4 3
Energy Parameters
Rolling Resistance Coefficient 0.0004 0.0001 - 0.1 0.0004 0.0004
Drag Coefficient 0.36 0.24 - 2 1.8 0.36
Front Area, square feet 145 25 - 200 145 145
Weight/foot, pounds / foot 342 100 - 2,000 1,498 342
Passenger weight, pounds 200 100 - 300 200 200
Regenerative Braking Factor  80% 0% - 100% 80% 80%
Air Speed Fraction 100% 0% - 100% 100% 100%
Air Density Fraction 100% 0% - 100% 100% 100%
Air Density, pounds-mass/ft3 0.00238
Drag Constant 0.062118
Total Weight/Person, pounds 400
Rolling Resistance / Person, pounds 0.160             
1-2F+F2 0.36              
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• d = Density of Contents, people/foot (1.71; same) 
o Bombardier BiLevel train 

• f = Entering & Exiting at Each Station, Fraction of the convoy passengers (5%; 40%) 
o Long distance convoys; local convoys 

• A = Acceleration rate of convoy, % of Gravity, ft/sec2 (4.38%; 14%) 
o Bombardier BiLevel train, 1.410 ft/sec2; Tesla semi 4.8 ft/sec2.  
o Note we are assuming a constant acceleration with the same deceleration rate 

• TUL = Time to Unload and Load the convoy vehicle, sec (90; 30) 
o 90 seconds is used by Japanese Bullet trains; 30 seconds for full convoy 

container loading; note 5 seconds would correspond to a siding, so the main 
lane is not blocked by a stopped convoy vehicle) 

• ST = Minimum Stations Traveled (1; 2) 
o Skipping stations allows more time for passengers who just boarded to get to 

the last car to exit at the next station, a major constraint 
 
Display Parameters: 
One of the uses of Continuous Convoys is with parallel convoy lanes with lower speed lanes 

feeding traffic to higher speed lanes in transportation corridors. Thus, one goal is to explore a set 
of speeds and station spacings. To provide more information in each run, the model 
automatically calculates the results for several different speeds and station spacings, as 
controlled by three Display Parameters:  

• VC = Base Speed of Convoy, miles/hour (65; same) 
o The model also calculates the parameters for convoys traveling 2x, 4x, 8x, 

and 12x the base speed, or in these cases 130, 260, 520, 780 
• DS = Base Station Spacing, miles (4;1) 
• Station Spacing multiplier (4; 3) 

o The model calculates stations spacings for the higher speeds, repeatedly 
applying the multiplier. For example, with a Base Station Spacing of 1 mile 
and a Station Spacing Multiplier of 3, the corresponding station spacings are 
1, 3, 9, 27, and 81. 

 
Energy Parameters: 

• Rolling Resistance Coefficient (0.0004; same) 
o Note 0.01 for rubber tires on concrete 

• Drag Coefficient (1.8; 0.36) 
o 1.8 for generic trains; 0.56 for TGV; 0.24 for Tesla Model S and Shinkansen 

maglev train; 0.36 for the Tesla semi 
• Frontal Area, ft2 (145; same) 

o Bombardier BiLevel train 
o Note 6 ft2 for Tesla Model S 

• WF = vehicle weight, pounds/foot (1498; 342) 
o Bombardier; target to yield a convoy weight of 200 pounds/ passenger 

• WP = weight of a passenger, pounds (200; same) 
• Regenerative Braking Factor (80%; same) 

o Many trains use no regeneration due to voltage spikes; where there is a 
convoy vehicle decelerating, there is a nearby convoy vehicle accelerating 
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• fS = Air Speed Fraction (100%; same) 
o With many convoys running through an A-Way in quick succession, the air 

may be pushed ahead of the convoys to effectively reduce the air speed 
• fD = Air Density Fraction (100%; same) 

o At higher speeds, reducing the air pressure is an option used in Hyperloops, 
so we include the ability to study the effects of a partial vacuum 

 
Constants: 

• G = Earth’s gravitation constant, 32.2 ft/sec2 
• Mass Air Density, 0.00238 pounds-mass/ft3 

 
Values used in calculations: 

• Air Drag Constant, pounds-mass/ft, ADC = ½ (Drag Coefficient) ´ (Mass Air 
Density) ´ (Frontal Area) 

• Total Weight per person, pounds, W = WP + WF / d 
• Rolling Resistance / Person, pounds, RRC = W (Rolling Resistance Coefficient) 
• Passenger length multiplier, 1-2f+f2 

Output Variables 
The basic dimensions of convoys are shown in Figure 3. The variables used in this model 

are listed below. To help calibrate, typical values are shown for two scenarios, Baseline and 
Target. Baseline values are based on current parameters, such as Bombardier Bi-Level coaches 
as used on the North Jersey Coast Line. Target values are values we believe are attainable, for 
example, as achieved by the Tesla semi. Input variables are in miles and hours for convenience 
however, calculations are done in feet, seconds, and pounds. 

 
Figure 3, Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing Model Dimensions 

 
The spreadsheet produces two types of output, one showing all the values for the base speed 

and station spacing and the other giving a summary for all five speed and station spacing cases. 
Table 2 shows the output for the Target Scenario and Table 3 for the Baseline Scenario. 
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Table 2, Spreadsheet Output for Target Scenario 

 

 
  Table 3, Spreadsheet Output for Baseline Scenario 

 
Output values: 
• Capacity, people/hour 
• Average Power, watts/person 
• Convoy Length, feet 
• Convoy Spacing, feet 

Convoy Characteristics, Target Case Outputs

Base Speed, miles/hour 65          
Base Station Spacing, miles 1.00       

Capacity, people/hour 135,738 
Average Power, watts/person 133        

Convoy Length, feet 1,364     
Convoy Spacing, feet 6,892     

Time between Convoys, minutes 1.44       
Effective Convoy Speed, miles/hour 68.36     

Rolling Resistance 21          
Acceleration 395        

Regeneration* (315)       
Air Drag Running 31          

Air Drag Accelerating or Decelerating 1            

Power Components, watts

Convoy Characteristics, Baseline 
Case Outputs

Base Speed, miles/hour 65          
Base Station Spacing, miles 4.00       

Capacity, people/hour 28,160   
Average Power, watts/person 361        

Convoy Length, feet 857        
Convoy Spacing, feet 21,468   

Time between Convoys, minutes 3.90       
Effective Convoy Speed, miles/hour 65.66     

Rolling Resistance 56          
Acceleration 232        

Regeneration* (181)       
Air Drag Running 249        

Air Drag Accelerating or Decelerating 5            

Power Components, watts
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• Time between Convoys, minutes 
• Effective Convoy Speed, miles/hour, because convoy vehicles are being added at the 

front, and other removed from the rear, the effective speed of the convoy is faster 
than the individual convoy vehicles – this is explained in the equation derivation 
section. 

 
Power Components, watts 

• Rolling Resistance 
• Acceleration 
• Regeneration, including the Air Drag Decelerating 
• Air Drag Running 
• Air Drag Accelerating or Decelerating 

 
 Table 4 shows the summary output for the Target Scenario and Table 5 for the Baseline 

Scenario. 

 
Table 4, Summary Output for Target Scenario 
 

 
Table 5, Summary Output for Baseline Scenario 

Sensitivity to Input Parameters 
The values of the convoy variables are highly non-linear functions of the input parameters. 

To show the sensitivity of the results to the parameters Figure 4 shows the convoy capacity for 
the Baseline and Target scenarios. The first point on the left is the capacity for each scenario at 
the Base Convoy Speed and Base Station Spacing. Other points show the impact of changing the 
value of the input parameters one at a time to the value for the other scenario. For example, the 
Station Spacing parameter, changing the Baseline case from 4 miles to 1 mile indicates there is 
no capacity, that is the Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing technique is not feasible. 
By contrast, changing from 1-mile Station Spacing in the Target scenario to 4 miles yields a 
capacity of 396,286, which is way off the chart. This is by far the largest impact of any of the 
input swaps. 

Convoy Speed, mph 65 130 260 520 780
Station Spacing, miles 1 3 9 27 81
Capacity, people/hour 135,738 125,003 98,133 66,560 109,562 

Average Power, watts/person 133        456        1,926   10,248 13,638   
Time between Convoys, minutes 1.44       2.07       3.42     6.20     9.06       

Convoy Speed, mph 65 130 260 520 780
Station Spacing, miles 4 16 64 256 1024
Capacity, people/hour 28,160   34,960   39,939 43,052 93,168   

Average Power, watts/person 361        1,261     4,680   17,992 18,955   
Time between Convoys, minutes 3.90       6.15       10.66   19.67   28.84     
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  Figure 4 Convoy Capacity Sensitivity: Baseline vs. Target 
 
Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of Convoy Power to the same parameters. Again, Continuous 

Convoys & En Route Sequencing is not feasible for the Baseline Scenario with 1-mile Station 
Spacing. 

 
  Figure 5 Convoy Power Sensitivity: Baseline vs. Target 
 
Table 6 shows the values of capacity and power values for the two scenarios.  
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  Table 6 Sensitivity of Capacity and Power for Baseline and Target Scenarios  
 

The center column identifies the parameters. The next column to the left contains the 
parameter values for the Baseline scenario. The first two columns give the capacity and power 
for the Baseline scenario. The column to the right of center gives the parameter values for the 
Target scenario. The last two columns give the capacity and power for the Target scenario. 

The Baseline scenario uses parameters for the Bombardier BiLevel trains and fairly 
conservative other parameters. The Target scenario shows a more aggressive set of parameters, 
including acceleration, coefficient of air drag coefficient, and weight values for the Tesla semi. 

The first line of values shows the capacity and power for each scenario as a whole, with the 
Baseline on the left and the Target on the right. The Target scenario has almost 5 times the 
capacity of the Baseline, 135,738 vs. 28,160 people/hour, and uses just over one-third the power 
of the Baseline scenario, 133 vs. 361 watts. 

Succeeding lines show the capacity and power values if the corresponding parameter is 
changed to the other scenario. For example, if the speed of passengers traversing the convoy is 
increased from 3 mph in the Baseline scenario, a comfortable walking pace, to 5 mph, more 
likely with personal mobility vehicles, the capacity of the Baseline scenario increases from 
28,160 to 47,051 people/hour, and the power decreases from 361 to 253 watts/person. Similarly, 
if the Traversing speed in the Target scenario is decreased from 5 to 3 mph, the capacity 
decreases from 135,738 to 84,318 people/hour, and the power increases from 133 to 157 
watts/person. 

The fraction exiting and entering has relatively little effect. 40% corresponds to parallel 
convoy lanes with passengers frequently moving to faster or slower lanes to get to their 
destination as quickly as possible. While 25% corresponds to a more typical local convoy. A 
primarily long-distance service might have a fraction exiting and entering on the order of 5% - 
10%, which would show a somewhat larger effect. 

The acceleration has a dramatic effect, with the 4.38% gravity of the Bombardier BiLevel 
decreasing capacity significantly in comparison with the Tesla semi acceleration of 0-60 mph in 
20 seconds with a full 80,000 pounds. 

The time to unload and load has a significant effect with the 90 seconds for the Bullet trains 
in Japan vs. the 30 seconds corresponding to moving containers off and onto the convoy vehicle, 
rather than loading individual passengers or packages. 

Capacity, 
people / 

hour

Power, 
watts / 
person

Baseline 
Values

Parameter
Target 
Values

Capacity, 
people / 

hour

Power, 
watts / 
person

28,160   361      Combined 135,738 133     
47,051   253      3 Traversing Speed, mph 5 84,318   157     
48,741   297      25% % Exit & Enter 40% 81,091   128     

102,197 296      4.38% Acceleration, %G 14% 24,401   176     
37,861   361      90 Unload & Load, sec 30 80,185   133     
65,089   198      1 Min. Stations Traveled 2 32,598   219     

 -  - 4 Station Spacing, mi 1 396,286 47       
28,160   154      1.8 Air drag coeff 0.36 135,738 265     
28,160   296      1,076 Weight/person, lbs 400 135,738 301     
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Requiring that passengers stay on for at least 2 stations has a large effect on both capacity 
and power. This relaxes the constraint on completing the en route sequencing before the next 
station. This is somewhat similar to the effect of increasing the traversing speed, although larger. 

Station Spacing has the most dramatic effect. The Continuous Convoys & En Route 
Sequencing technique is not even feasible for the Baseline scenario with 1-mile station spacing. 
Conversely, allowing the Target scenario the luxury of 4 miles, almost triples capacity and cuts 
power by almost two-thirds. 

The 1.8 air drag coefficient of the Bombardier vs. the 0.36 of the Tesla semi has a dramatic 
effect on power, almost doubling or more than halving. This has no effect on capacity. The 
effects are more dramatic at higher speeds, since power grows as the cube of the speed. 

The 1,076- pound weight per person of the Bombardier vs. the 400 pound target with the 
vehicle weighing no more than the 200-pound passenger has a less dramatic effect on power than 
air drag coefficient at 65 mph. Preliminary estimates are that the Tesla semi could achieve this 
per passenger weight target, by removing the batteries and making it fully autonomous, operating 
in Autonomous-Ways, as described in our book. 

Capacity and Energy Spreadsheet Model: Calculations Sheet  
This section describes contents of the Calculations Sheet in the Capacity and Energy 

Spreadsheet Model. 
The inputs are repeated in Columns A-F, but all shaded in grey because these are copied 

from the Inputs and Summary sheet. Below this is a table of Effective Speed, VE, in mph, and the 
ratio of Effective Speed to Convoy Speed, VE/ VC. Next are some constants that may be useful in 
formulating scenarios: Coefficients of Air Drag, Power for tesla Model S, and Acceleration Rate 
for the Tesla semi. 

Column H shows the set of Convoy Speeds in miles/hour, and feet/second. 
Column J is mostly intermediate calculation values used to simplify to the equations for 

each Convoy Speed and Station Spacing pair – these are shaded in light grey. The exception is 
The Average Rolling Resistance Power / Person in rows 28-32, which is not a function of Station 
Spacing, so these are the values for each Convoy Speed. 

Column K repeats the Convoy Speeds for each set of calculations. 
Column L describes the values in the cells to the right. 
The details of the calculations are shown in columns M-S. The first row of data is the station 

spacings in miles, and this applies to all the cells in the analysis. For convenience, these values 
are repeated above each set of calculations. Row 2 is the Minimum Stations Traveled times the 
Station Spacing, in feet.  

After that calculations are in sections. For each section columns M-S correspond to Station 
Spacing, and the rows correspond to the Convoy Speeds.  

The first section is Convoy Length in feet as a function of Station Spacing and Convoy 
Speed in feet. The next section is Distance Between Convoys in feet. Next is Capacity in 
people/hour. Note the model is not limited to people, and can be used for loads of any size, e.g., 
individual beverage or food containers, or refrigerators, as described in the input parameters.  

The next section is Total Average Power/Person in watts. This is the sum of the next four 
sections. Next is Average Rolling Resistance Power / Person in watts, note this is independent of 
station spacing, so the values are shown in column K, as described above.  

Next are two rows calculating the Average Distance Traveled in miles and in feet, which are 
needed in the next sections. Next is Average Acceleration Power in watts. Next is Average 
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Regeneration Power in watts, which is minus the Regenerative Braking Factor times the Average 
Acceleration Power plus Air Drag Power Accelerating. Next is Air Drag Running in watts, that 
is for the continuously running convoy. And finally Drag Power Accelerating or Decelerating, 
for that portion of the convoy that starts and stops at each station. 

Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing Output Derivations 
This section derives the equations for calculating the output values from the input 

parameters. The main results are shown with bullets. 
Minimum Distance Between Successive Convoys 
Figure 6 shows the sequence of events between the time the rear vehicle detaches from a 

convoy, shown in the top right, until the approaching convoy arrives to join the that vehicle, 
shown on the bottom right. This determines the minimum distance between successive convoys. 
In the figure, distance increases left to right and time increases top to bottom.  

1. As a convoy approaches station, B, the rear portion of the convoy detaches, length of 
portion stopping = f LC, capacity = d f LC 

a. Decelerates, time = VC / A, distance = VC2 / 2A 
b. Stops to Unload and Reload, time = TUL 
c. Accelerates, time = VC / A, distance = VC2 / 2A 

2. Joins the front of the approaching convoy 
3. The approaching convoy travels at full speed all the time, speed = VC 

Following the front of the approaching convoy, marked with an asterisk, from the time the 
vehicle separates on the top right, until the two join, at the bottom right, and equating the times 
yields, after multiplying by VC: 

• DC ≥ 	VC (2VC/A + TUL) 
Note as a convoy passes a station, the front of the convoy advances by fLC because new 

vehicles are added at the front, while the length of the convoy remains the same (assuming the 
number of vehicles added and leaving at the stations is the same).  

This makes the effective speed slightly higher than the speed of each vehicle, VC, by a factor 
of (1 + f LC / DS), thus the effective speed of the convoy is 

• VE = VC (1 + f LC / DS)   
The adjustment is between 0.01% and 5% for typical values in this study. 
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   Figure 6, Minimum Distance Between Successive Convoys 
 
Minimum Distance Between Stations 
Figure 7 shows the sequence of events that must occur in convoys between two stations, 

starting with the time the vehicle at Station A starts to accelerate to join the front of the 
approaching convoy. The length of the vehicle is f LC 

1. The vehicle accelerates, time = VC / A, distance = VC2 / 2A 
2. When the vehicle joins the front of the convoy, the new front of the convoy is a 

distance from Station A of 
VC2 / 2A + f LC   

3. As soon as the vehicle joins the front of the convoy, those passengers who want to get 
off at the next station, B, start moving. They are already at the rear of the vehicle. We 
assume there are a fraction, f, of them, thus there are f2 LC of them. The last of these 
passengers must move a distance (1 – 2f + f2) LC at speed VT to get into the last 
vehicle. 

4. While the passengers are moving, the convoy travels a distance  
(1 – 2f + f2) VC LC / VT  

VC
2/2A

VC
2/2A

VC/A

VC/A

TUL

fLC

Total Time =
2VC/A +  TUL

Station

Convoy Spacing,
Distance Between Successive Convoys,

DC ≥	VC (2VC/A +  TUL)

= The convoy speed * time to decelerate, 
unload, reload and accelerate

BApproaching 
Convoy fLC

Convoy Length, LC

Time
Distance

Key

LC = Convoy Length
DC = Convoy Spacing
DS = Station Spacing
VC = Convoy Speed 
VE = Effective Convoy Speed
A = Acceleration rate of Convoy
TUL = Time to Unload and Load the convoy vehicle
f = Fraction of the Convoy stopping at each station
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5. This must be completed before the rear of the convoy reaches the point the rear 
vehicle needs to detach. 

Adding the distances, and rearranging terms yields the minimum distance between stations  
• DS ≥ (VC2/A + VC (1 –2f + f2) LC / VT + (f – 1) LC) / ST 

 

 
Figure 7, Minimum Distance Between Stations 

 
 

Station Spacing, DS

A

B

Distance convoy travels while loads are traversing 

DT = (1 –2f + f2 ) VC LC / VT

VC
2/2A

B

Can start Traversing 
after join convoy

Must finish traversing in time 
to stop at the next station

fLC

f = fraction of vehicles 
stopping at each station

A

(1 –2f + f2 ) LC VC
2/2A

B

LC

A B

ST DS ≥ VC
2/2A + fLC + VC (1 –2f + f2 ) LC / VT – LC + VC

2/2A 

= VC
2/A + VC (1 –2f + f2 ) LC / VT + ( f – 1)LC

VC
2/2A fLC DT = VC (1 –2f + f2 ) LC / VT

VC
2/2A

DS ≥ (VC
2/A + VC (1 –2f + f2) LC / VT + (f – 1)LC)/ ST

f2LC

VC
2/2A

Distance loads 
traverse inside convoy 

= (1 –2f + f2 ) LC

Time
Distance

Key
LC = Convoy Length 
DC = Distance Between Successive Convoys
DS = Station Spacing
VC = Convoy Speed
VE = Effective Speed of Convoy
A = Acceleration rate of Convoy
TUL = Time to Unload and Load the convoy vehicle
f = Fraction of the  Convoy stopping at each station
ST = Minimum Stations Traveled 
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Length of a Convoy 
The maximum length of a convoy is determined by several factors, the distance between 

stations, minimum stations traveled, speed and acceleration rates of the convoy, time to unload 
and reload, and the fraction of passengers stopping at each station. Solving for convoy length in 
the equation for minimum distance between stations, and realizing the value cannot be negative, 
yields.  

• LC = MAX {0, (ST DS −VC2/A) (VC (1 –2f + f2) / VT + f – 1)-1} 
 
Convoy Capacity, Passengers per Hour 
To calculate the capacity of Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing, look at a single 

station and count the number of passengers that arrive, depart, and pass by each hour, as shown 
in the figure 8. 

Passengers in each event = d (1 + f) LC  
The frequency of this event is 3600 VC / (LC + DC). Note speed units are seconds, so the 

3600 converts to an hour. The capacity of the convoy is 
• Convoy Capacity = d (1 + f) LC 3600 VC / (LC + DC). 

Note, there is an interesting matter of whether this equation should use the effective speed of 
the convoy, VE, instead of the speed of individual convoy vehicles, VC. The adjustment is 
between 0.01% and 5% for typical values in this study, so we don’t include this factor, which 
understates capacity values somewhat, but doesn’t affect other values. 

 

 
    Figure 8, Convoy Capacity 
 
Average Distance A Passenger Travels 
In calculating the average energy and power for each passenger we need to know the 

average distance a passenger goes. 
1. A passenger must travel at least ST stops, so the probability of getting off at the first ST 

-1 stops is zero 
2. The probability a passenger gets off at the stop ST is f 
3. The probability of going two stops is f (1-f) 

Station

B

Passing Convoy
Capacity = d LC (1-f)

Arriving 
Vehicle

Capacity =
d LC f

Departing 
Vehicle

Capacity =
d LC f
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4. Three stops, f (1-f)2 
5. … 

The average number of stops is the sum of (ST -1) + f + 2 f (1-f) +3 f (1-f)2 + … 
Surprisingly, the value of this infinite sum is just 1/f. (To convince yourself of this, change 

variables to g = 1-f, yielding a power series in g, with sum 1/f.) 
• Average distance traveled = DS (ST -1 + 1/f).  
• Average time traveled = DS (ST -1 + 1/f) / (VC) 

Average Power per Passenger Calculations 
We limit our consideration to power used to accelerate and decelerate, power to overcome 

rolling friction, and power to overcome air drag. Power for lighting, air conditioning, and other 
auxiliary functions are not included.   

There are four separate Cases to consider: 
1. Convoy which continues running at all times 

a. A significant fraction of the time the convoy has the full complement of 
passengers, so its length is LC, and capacity d LC. this is while passengers are 
traversing the convoy. 

b. As a convoy passes a station the rear portion is detached, yielding a length of 
(1-f) LC. The duration of time this occurs is 2 VC / A. 

2. Vehicles detaching, decelerating, and stopping, with length f LC, and capacity d f LC. 
3. Vehicles stopped at a station: these use none of the energies we are considering, so we 

can ignore this case. 
4. Vehicles starting, accelerating, and attaching, with length f LC, and capacity d f LC. 

 
Acceleration 
Each passenger accelerates exactly once, part of Case 4. Acceleration is directly 

proportional to weight, so acceleration energy for each passenger is calculated from their weight 
plus their portion of the vehicle weight. 

Acceleration energy = ½ (W/G) VC2. 
To calculate the average power, divide by the time of the average trip. 

• Average power of acceleration = ½ (W/G) VC3 / (DS (ST  -1 + 1/f)) 
 
Deceleration 
Each passenger decelerates exactly once, part of Case 2.   

Deceleration energy = ½ R (W/G) VC2. 
To calculate the average power, divide by the time of the average trip. 

• Average power of deceleration = ½ R (W/G) VC3 / (DS (ST  -1 + 1/f)). 
 
Rolling Resistance 
Rolling resistance force is constant independent of speed. For the Bombardier RRC W = 

0.43, for the Tesla Model S the force = 40).  
Thus, the power is just the force times the velocity, VC.  

• Average rolling resistance power = RRC W VC. 
 
Air Drag 
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Air drag acts on the convoy as a whole and is essentially independent of the length. Thus, 
the air drag per passenger is divided by the number of passengers. To simplify the equations, we 
define  

 ADC = ½ (Drag Coefficient) ´ (Air Mass Density) ´ (Frontal Area) 
 Average air drag force for the Convoy = ADC (fD VC)2 
For the Bombardier, ADC = 0.3106, for the Tesla Model S 0.0017. 
For Case 1 the power is constant, the force times the speed. Then divide the total power by 

the number of passengers, d LC.  
• Average air drag power per passenger = ADC fD2 VC3 / (d LC). 

For Cases 2 and 4 we need to integrate to find the total energy of air drag during 
acceleration and deceleration.  

Integrating the drag force over the distance accelerating, or decelerating, and noting that 
ds/dt = v = At, yields 

Air drag energy = fD2	∫ ADC	(At)+At	dt		-//
0 = fD2 ADC VC4 / (4A) 

To convert energy to average power, divide by the average time traveled,  
DS (ST  -1 + 1/f) / VC.  

To get the average per passenger, divide by the number of passengers, f d LC. 
• Average air drag power per passenger = ADC fD2 VC5 / (4A d f LC (DS (ST -1 + 

1/f)) 
The drag during acceleration adds to the average power. The drag during deceleration 

subtracts from the Regeneration power recovered. 
 
Total Average Power Per Passenger 

Adding all these together we get 
• Average power per passenger = 

 ½ (1-R) (W/G) VC3 / (DS (ST -1 + 1/f)) + 
  RRC W VC + 

 ADC fD2 VC3 / (d LC) 
 + 2 ADC VC5 fD2 / (4A d f LC (DS (ST -1 + 1/f)) 

These are in units of ft-lbs/sec, to convert to watts, multiply by 1.3558 

Conclusions 
The Continuous Convoys & En Route Sequencing technique can significantly improve the 

capacity, convenience, and efficiency of travel. The technique applies to people and to loads of 
all sizes and types. The technique can be combined with other innovations for further 
improvements. 

The companion spreadsheet is available at DrivingTomorrow.net, along with other 
information. 

More details are available in the Amazon book Driving Tomorrow: Our Roadmap to 
Sustainable Transportation, Infrastructure and Cities, by Warren Gifford and David Turock.  

 


